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Without Abstract

Definition

News and blogs are two types of media that generate and offer informational resources. News is any

information whose revelation is anticipated to have an intellectual or actionable impact on the

recipient. The dominant type of news in text analysis is that pertaining to current events. Originally

referring to print-based news from press agencies or end-user news providers (like individual

newspapers or serials), it now increasingly refers to Web-based news in the online editions of the

same providers or in online-only news media. The term is generally understood to denote only the

reports in news media, not opinion or comment pieces. A blog is a (more or less) frequently updated

publication on the Web, sorted in (usually reverse) chronological order of the constituent blog posts.

The content may reflect any interest including personal, journalistic, or corporate. Blogs were

originally called weblogs. To avoid confusion with web server log files that are also known by this

term, the abbreviation “blog” was coined and is now commonly used.

News and blogs consist of textual and (in some cases) pictorial content, and, when Web-based, may

contain additional content in any other format (e.g., video, audio) and hyperlinks. They are indexed

by time and structured into smaller units: news media into articles, blogs into blog posts. In most

news and blogs, textual content dominates. Therefore, text analysis is the most often applied form of

knowledge discovery. This comprises tasks and methods from data/text mining, information retrieval,

and related fields. In accordance with the increasing convergence of these fields, this article refers to

all of them as text mining.

Motivation and Background

News and blogs are today’s most common sources for learning about current events and also, in the

case of blogs, for uttering opinions about current events. In addition, they may deal with topics of

more long-term interest. Both reflect and form societies’, groups’ and individuals’ views of the world,

fast or even instantaneous with the events triggering the reporting.

However, there are differences between these two types of media regarding authoring, content, and

form. News is generally authored by people with journalistic training who abide by journalistic

standards regarding the style and language of reporting. Topics and ways of reporting are

circumscribed by general societal consensus and the policies of the news provider. In contrast,

everybody with Internet access can start a blog, and there are no restrictions on content and style

(beyond the applicable types of censorship). Thus, blogs offer end users a wider range of topics and
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views on them. On the one hand, this implies that journalistic blogs, which correspond most closely

to news, are only one type of blogs. Other frequent types are diary-like personal blogs, corporate

blogs for public relations, and blogs focusing on special-interest topics. On the other hand, their

comparative lack of restrictions has helped to establish blogs as an important alternative source of

information, as a form of grassroots journalism that may give rise to a counterpublic. An example are

the warblogs published during the early years of the Iraq War (2003 + ) by independent sources

(often civilian individuals) both in the West and in the Middle East.

These application characteristics lead to various linguistic and computational challenges for

text-mining analyses of news and blogs:

• Indexing, taxonomic categorization, partial redundancy, and data streams: News is indexed

by time and by source (news agency or provider). In a multisource corpus, many articles

published at about the same time (in the same or in other languages) describe the same

events. Over time, a story may develop in the articles. Such multiple reporting and temporal

structures are also observed for popular topics in blogs.

• Language and meaning: News is written in clear, correct, “objective,” and somewhat

schematized language. Usually, the start of a news article summarizes the whole article

(feeds are a partial analogue of this in blogs). Information from external sources such as

press agencies is generally reused rather than referenced. In sum, news makes fewer

assumptions about the reader’s background and context knowledge than many other texts.

• Nonstandard language and subjectivity: The language in blogs ranges from high-quality

“news-like” language through poor-quality, restricted-code language with many spelling and

grammatical errors to creative, sometimes literary, language. Jargon is very common in blogs,

and new linguistic developments are adopted far more quickly than could be reflected in

external resources such as lexica. Many blog authors strive not for objectivity, but for

subjectivity and emotionality.

• Thematic diversity and new forms of categorization: News are generally categorized by

topic area (“politics,” “business,” etc.). In contrast, a blog author may choose to write about

differing, arbitrary topics. When blogs are labeled, it is usually not with reference to a stable,

taxonomic system, but with an arbitrary number of tags: free-form, often informal labels

chosen by the user.

• Social structure and its impact on content and meaning: The content of a blog (post) is often

not contained in the text alone. Rather, blog software supports “Social Web” behavior, and

bloggers practice it: multiway communication rather than broadcasting, and semantics-

inducing referencing of both content and people. Specifically, hyperlinks to other resources

provide not only context but also content; “blogrolls” (hyperlinks to other blogs) supply

context in terms of other blogs/bloggers recommended by the author; comments to blog posts

are integral part of the communication that the post triggered. “Trackback” links, indicating

hyperlinks set to the blog, may be automatically added by blogging software and thus, create

a dynamic citation context.

Structure of the Learning System

Tasks

News and blogs may serve many different interests, for example, those of:
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• End users who want to know what is happening in given universes of discourse, to follow

developments within these areas, or to identify sources that are of long-term interest to them.

These users differ by their preferences, their educational level, the purposes of their

searches, and other factors. This calls for search engines, temporal analyses, topic

identification, personalization, and related functionalities.

• Companies that want to learn about their target groups’ views and opinions of their products

and activities, detect trends and make predictions. Similar market research may be carried

out by nonprofit organizations or politicians.

• People who use blogs to gain insights about specific blog author(s) as background knowledge

for decisions on befriending, hiring, or insuring these individuals (see Nowson &

Oberlander 2007) on the textual analysis of blogs for determining personality features).

The literature on news and blogs analysis reflects these and other possible uses. A number of

standard tasks are emerging, furthered by the competitions at events such as the Topic Detection and

Tracking (TDT) research program and workshops (http://www.itl.nist.gov/iad/mig/tests/tdt, Allan,

2002), Text Retrieval Conference (TREC, http://trec.nist.gov/, e.g., MacDonald, Ounis, & Soboroff,

2007), and Document Understanding/Text Analysis Conference (DUC/TAC, http://www.nist.gov

/tac/). Other initiatives also provide and encourage the usage of standardized real-world datasets, but

instigate research on novel questions by standardizing neither tasks nor algorithm evaluation.

Prominent examples are the Reuters-21578 dataset, which is not only a collection of newswire

articles but also the most classical dataset for text mining in general (http://kdd.ics.uci/edu/databases

/reuters21578/reuters21578.html), and the blog datasets provided by International Conference on

Weblogs and Social Media (ICWSM, http://www.icwsm.org) and its precursors.

Tasks can be grouped by different criteria:

• Use case and type of result: description and prediction (supervised or unsupervised, may

include topic identification, tracking, and/or novelty detection); search (ad hoc or filtering);

recommendation (of blogs, blog posts, or tags); summarization

• Higher-order characterization to be extracted: topic; opinion

• Time dimension: nontemporal; temporal (stream mining); multiple streams (e.g., in different

languages, see cross-lingual text mining)

• User adaptation: none (no explicit mention of user issues and/or general audience);

customizable; personalized

Since the beginning of news mining in the 1990s and of blog mining in the early 2000s, more complex

combinations of these dimensions have been explored. Examples include (a) the TDT research

program (1997/1998–2004) required an explicit focus on temporal analyses and called for topic

description and prediction in a news stream; (b) “bursty” topics in a stream of blogs were used to

predict peaks in a stream of online sales (Gruhl, Guha, Kumar, Novak, & Tomkins, 2005); (c) the

role of opinion mining as a key question in blog analysis was manifested by the first TREC blog track

in 2006 (see also MacDonald et al., 2007); it is now a standard task, also for analysing microblogs

(Jansen, Zhang, Sobel, & Chowdury, 2009); (d) a recommendation method on a document stream

based on tracking multiple topics over time, personalized to a user whose interests may change over

time was developed in (Pon, Cardenas, Buttler, & Critchlow, 2007); (e) in (Lu & Zhai, 2008),

opinions were summarized in a set of non–time-indexed texts, for a general audience; and (f) in

(Subašić & Berendt, 2008), bursty topics in a news stream were summarized into graph patterns that

can be interactively explored and customized.
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Another important task is spam detection and blocking (Kolari, Java, Finin, Oates, & Joshi, 2006).

While basically nonexistent in news mining (news are identified by their sources, which are “white-

listed” and thus credible), spamming has become a severe problem in the blogosphere, ranging from

comment spam via “flogs” (e.g., ghostwritten by a marketing department but pretending to be an end

user), to “splogs” (artificially created blogs used to increase the visibility and search engine rankings

of associated sites). (cf. text mining for spam detection).

Solution Approaches

Solution approaches are based on general data-mining methods and adapted to the conceptual

specifics of news and blogs and their mining tasks (see list of tasks above). Methods include (

document) classification and clustering, latent-variable techniques such as (P)LSA or LDA (cf.

feature construction), mixture models, time series, and stream mining methods. Named-entity

recognition may be an important part or companion of topic detection (cf. information extraction).

Opinion mining often relies on word class identification and part-of-speech tagging, and it generally

employs lexica (e.g., of typical opinionated words and their positive or negative polarity). Data

cleaning is similar to that of other Web documents; in particular, it requires the provision or learning

of wrappers for removing markup elements.

In addition, many solution approaches exploit the specific formatting and/or linguistic features of

blogs. For example, to improve the retrieval of blogs about a queried event, the format elements

“timestamp” and “number of comments” can be treated as indicators of increased topical relevance

and likelihood of being opinionated, respectively (Mishne, 2007). Structural elements of blogs such

as length and representation in post title versus post body have been used for blog distillation

(filtering out those blogs that are principally devoted to a topic rather than just mentioning it in

passing) (Weerkamp, Balog, & de Rijke, 2008). Text-based statistical topic modeling can be

enhanced by regularizing it with the (e.g., social) network structure associated with blog data (Mei,

Cai, Zhang, & Zhai, 2008) (cf. link mining and link discovery). However, many blogs are not strongly

hyperlinked – but tags also carry “Social Web” information: A combination of text clustering and tag

analysis can serve to identify topics as well as the blogs that are on-topic and likely to retain this

focus over time (Hayes, Avesani, & Bojars, 2007).

Due to blog writing style, standard indicators of relevance may not be applicable. For example, a

term’s TF.IDF score, which is commonly used as a weight in a feature vector representing the

document, assumes that important terms are mentioned (frequently) in the document and

infrequently elsewhere. However, blogs often rely on implicit context – established by hyperlinks or

by the history of the discussion. Solution proposals include the integration of the text from previous

blog posts with the same tag (Hayes et al., 2007); in addition, terms from hyperlinked documents

could be taken into account. In addition, while blogs may be more opinionated than news texts, their

language may make it more difficult to extract topics and argumentation vis-à-vis that topic.

Specifically, blogs often contain irony and other indirect uses of language for expressing appreciation

or discontent. The “emotional charge” of a text has, therefore, been proposed as a better target for

blog classification (Gamon et al., 2008).

Viewed in relation to each other, news and blogs pose some additional challenges for automated

analysis and text mining. Several studies (e.g., Adamic & Glance 2005) address questions such as:

How are blogs linked to news media (and possibly vice versa)? Do they form a coherent whole, “the

blogosphere,” or rather a loose connection of mutually unrelated, political, national, linguistic, etc.,

blogospheres? What are the topics investigated in blogs versus news? Are stories reported by news or

blogs first, and how does the other side follow up reporting? In general, how do blogs and news refer

to and contextualize each other (e.g., Gamon et al. 2008; Berendt & Trümper 2009; Leskovec,

Backstrom, & Kleinberg 2009)?

Finally, text mining faces a further challenge: while news are always meant to be read, many blogs

are not (e.g., because they are a personal journal) – even if they are accessible over the Web. This
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raises the question of whether text mining could or should become privacy-aware (cf. privacy-related

aspects and techniques).
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